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This weekend is the Celebration of Earth Day. Many organizations are hosting events and seeking volunteers, but there is one that specializes in certifying

that art and cultural facilities sustain the planet year round. Arts: Earth Partnership (AEP) is a green certification and membership program specifically

developed for the artistic sector. It is a voluntary program tailored for arts centers and individual artists that gives assistance through two personal

assessment meetings and advice on implementing energy, water, and recycling procedures to allow for cultural and artist spaces to publicize that they are

truly green and sustainable.

AEP is a program of the Electric Lodge in Venice, co-founded by Artistic Director Joel Shapiro, physician, and performer and Board President Justin Yoffe,

founder of his own Theatre Company, Venice Theater Works, and manager of the Miles Memorial Playhouse in Santa Monica. According to Adam David

Meltzer, Program Director of AEP, “there is no other organization in the country doing what we are doing at the level we are doing it.”

There are many organizations encouraging businesses and organizations to be green, but AEP is the only one so far specifically tailored for the cultural

arts. It combines art advocacy and earth advocacy. When an organization becomes a “sustainable” organization, claims Meltzer, one of its benefits is it can

then go to its board, patrons, and the public and state “We are becoming a sustainable theater, gallery or arts center, would you support that” and

especially financially. A theater once certified is not just a theater with one mission, to present plays, but now one with an additional one, to sustain the

planet. AEP expands an arts organizations mission to include sustainability. In the words of its program director, “Maybe (the patrons) felt good about (the

theater) before, but now they will really feel good about it.”

Becoming Certified provides increased “sponsorship” opportunities as well and “visual marketing” of sustainable choices. Light companies that provide

efficient light bulbs to a facility will in effect be sponsoring the arts and in essence participating in “in kind donations.” Energy and waste conservation

translates also to money being saved. Reducing waste “reduces the need to transport that waste,” claims Meltzer.

The catalyst for this program, which started around 2008, was the Electric lodge. The lodge is an “environmental laboratory, “states Meltzer. For example,

he found some TCP LED bulbs and then implemented them into the theatre to see “how they looked and operated.” In addition, the theater is powered by

30% solar and 70% wind power from LA’s DWP “Green Power” program. Meltzer explained that Shapiro and Yoffe wanted to make the Lodge “as green as

possible and then decided to make it about more than just the Lodge.” Most recently the Lodge installed five electric car stations, the only stations in the

area. For now the stations are free, but a pay structure will be implemented probably within a month, at a reasonable rate to recoup costs.

AEP in the past received grants and marketing assistance from the Los Angeles and Santa Monica Departments of Cultural Affairs, and the Santa Monica

Office of Sustainability and the Environment. In January, AEP became the first organization to be contracted by the City of Los Angeles to Green Certify all

City Owned Facilities. There are 21 centers the city owns or leases and as of today 13 of those facilities have been certified. In addition, to find a list of

private sector organizations already certified or in process, a possible patron can check AEP’s website under Members. Meltzer feels that if they can
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“increase their resources in the next six months we will expand to take on more and more facilities.”

This Earth day weekend many have made pledges to assist the planet. One choice would be to attend a program at a theater like the “Electric Lodge,” or if

not this weekend keep these certified centers in mind in the future and encourage theaters and arts centers to contact AEP as part of an Earth Day pledge.

Currently AEP is also developing the Los Angeles impact report for the Cultural Arts Centers, a carbon footprint for the Cultural Arts Centers of Los Angeles.

Tonight AEP is outreaching to the community through “Los Angeles Green Drinks.” AEP will also be at the Municipal Green Building Conference & Expo

on April 26th and on May 19th AEP will be at the Santa Monica Festival in Cloverfield Park produced by Santa Monica Community Arts Resources (CARS).

AEP plans on installing a community art project during the Festival were members of the community can stop by and contribute to an art piece.

Laura Tull
LA Performing Arts Examiner
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